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CP VIOLATION IN HIGGS�BOSON INTERACTIONS�Bohdan Grzadkowski and Jaek PliszkaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polande-mail: bohdang�fuw.edu.ple-mail:pliszka�fuw.edu.pl(Reeived April 2, 2001)We onsider a general two-Higgs-doublet model with CP violation inthe salar setor, that leads, at the one-loop level of the perturbation ex-pansion, to CP violation in the proess e+e� ! t�t ! l� : : : and e+e� !t�t ! (�)b : : :. The goal of this study is to inlude onsistently CP -violatinge�ets in distributions of top-quark deay produts (l� or (�)b ) that emergeboth from t�t prodution and from t or �t deay proesses.PACS numbers: 14.65.Ha, 14.80.Cp, 11.30.Er1. IntrodutionInterations of the top quark have not been preisely tested yet, in parti-ular, CP violation in the top-quark interations has not been veri�ed. Thelassial method for inorporating CP violation into the Standard Model(SM) of eletroweak interations is to make Yukawa ouplings of the Higgsboson to quarks expliitly omplex, as built into the Kobayashi�Maskawamixing matrix [1℄ proposed more than two deades ago. However, CP vi-olation ould equally well be partially or wholly due to other mehanisms.The possibility that CP violation derives largely from the Higgs setor itselfis partiularly appealing in the ontext of the observed baryon asymmetry,sine its explanation requires more CP violation [2℄ than is provided bythe SM. Even the simple two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) extension of theone-doublet SM Higgs setor provides a muh riher framework for desrib-ing CP violation sine there spontaneous and/or expliit CP violation ispossible in the salar setor [3℄. The model, besides CP violation, o�ersmany other appealing phenomena, for a review see Ref. [4℄.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1919)



1920 B. Grzadkowski, J. PliszkaFor our analysis, the most relevant part of the interation Lagrangiantakes the following form1:L = �mtv h�t(a+ i5b)t+ Chv �m2ZZ�Z� + 2m2WW�W �� ; (1)where h is the lowest mass salar, g is the SU(2) oupling onstant, v is theHiggs boson vauum expetation value (with the normalization adopted heresuh that v = 2mW =g = 246 GeV), a, b and C are real parameters whihaount for deviations from the SM, a = 1, b = 0 and C = 1 reprodue theSM Lagrangian. Sine under CP , �t(a+ i5b)t CP! �t(a� i5b)t and Z�Z� CP!Z�Z�, one an observe that terms in the ross setion proportional to ab orbC would indiate CP violation. The 2HDM is the minimal extension ofthe SM that provides non-zero ab and/or bC.In this paper we will fous on CP -violating ontributions to the proesse+e� ! t�t ! l� : : : and e+e� ! t�t !(�)b : : : indued within 2HDM. How-ever, the fundamental goal is to seek for the ultimate theory of eletroweakinterations. There are several reasons to utilize CP violation in the topphysis while looking for physis beyond the SM:� The top quark deays immediately after being produed as its hugemass mt = 174:0 � 3:2 � 4:0GeV [6℄ leads to a deay width �t muhlarger than �QCD. Therefore, the deay proess is not ontaminatedby any fragmentation e�ets [7℄ and deay produts may provide usefulinformation on top-quark properties.� Sine the top quark is heavy, its Yukawa oupling is large and therefore,its interations ould be sensitive to a Higgs setor of the eletroweaktheory.� At the same time, the TESLA ollider design is supposed to o�eran integrated luminosity of the order of L = 500 fb�1y�1 at ps =500GeV. Therefore, expeted number of t�t events per year ould reah5 � 104 even for t�t tagging e�ieny "t�t = 15%. That should allowto study subtle properties of the top quark, whih ould e.g. lead toCP -sensitive asymmetries of the order of 5� 10�3.� Sine the top quark is that heavy and the third family of quarks ef-fetively deouples from the �rst two, any CP -violating observableswithin the SM are expeted to be tiny, e.g.: (i) non-zero eletri dipolemoment of fermions is generated at the three-loop approximation ofthe perturbation expansion [8℄, (ii) the deay rate asymmetry (beinga one-loop e�et) is strongly GIM suppressed reahing at most a value10�9 [9℄. So, one an expet that for CP -violating asymmetries anySM bakground ould be safely negleted.1 One ould also onsider more general, CP -violating ZZh oupling, see Ref. [5℄, how-ever here the ontribution from suh a vertex would be negligible.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1921Therefore, it seems to be justi�ed to look for CP -violating Higgs e�etsin the proess of t�t prodution and its subsequent deay at future lineare+e� olliders. Even though 2HDM ontributions to various CP -sensitiveasymmetries have already been published in the existing literature [10, 11℄,here we are presenting results (for a detailed disussion see Ref. [12℄) of aonsistent treatment of CP violation both in the prodution, e+e� ! t�t, andin the top-quark deay, t ! bW . For an extensive review of CP violationin top-quark interations see Ref. [13℄.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we brie�y outline themehanism of CP violation in the 2HDM, introdue the mixing matrix forneutral salars and derive neessary ouplings. In Setion 3, we reall urrentexperimental onstraints relevant for the CP -violating observables onsid-ered in this paper. In Setion 4, we ollet results for the most attrative en-ergy and angular CP -violating asymmetries. Conluding remarks are givenin Setion 5.2. The two-Higgs-doublet model with CP violationThe 2HDM of eletroweak interations ontains two SU(2) Higgs dou-blets denoted by �1 = (�+1 ; �01) and �2 = (�+2 ; �02). It is well known [3℄ thatthe model allows for both spontaneous and expliit CP violation2.After SU(2)�U(1) gauge symmetry breaking, one ombination of neutralHiggs �elds, p2(�Im�01 + s�Im�02), beomes a would-be Goldstone bosonwhih is absorbed while giving mass to the Z gauge boson. (Here, we use thenotation s� � sin�, � � os �, where tan � = h�02i=h�01i.) The same mixingangle, �, also diagonalizes the mass matrix in the harged Higgs setor. Ifeither expliit or spontaneous CP violation is present, the remaining threeneutral degrees of freedom,('1; '2; '3) � p2(Re�01; Re�02; s�Im�01 � �Im�02) (2)are not mass eigenstates. The physial neutral Higgs bosons hi (i = 1; 2; 3)are obtained by an orthogonal transformation, h = R', where the rotationmatrix is given in terms of three Euler angles (�1; �2; �3) byR = 0� 1 �s12 s1s2s13 123 � s2s3 �1s23 � 2s3s1s3 12s3 + s23 �1s2s3 + 23 1A ; (3)where si � sin�i and i � os�i.2 Here we are onsidering a model with disrete Z2 symmetry that prohibits �avorhanging neutral urrents. In order to allow for CP violation the symmetry has tobe broken softly by the term �212�y1�2 in the potential.



1922 B. Grzadkowski, J. PliszkaAs a result of the mixing between real and imaginary parts of neutralHiggs �elds, the Yukawa interations of the hi mass-eigenstates are not in-variant under CP . They are given by:L = �mfv hi �f(afi + ibfi 5)f ; (4)where the salar (afi ) and pseudosalar (bfi ) ouplings are funtions of themixing angles. For up-type quarks we haveaui = 1s�Ri2; bui = �s�Ri3 (5)and for down-type quarks:adi = 1�Ri1; bdi = s��Ri3 (6)and similarly for harged leptons. For large tan�, the ouplings to down-type fermions are typially enhaned over the ouplings to up-type fermions.In the following analysis we will also need the ouplings of neutral Higgsand vetor bosons, they are given bygV V hi � 2m2Vv Ci = 2m2Vv (s�Ri2 + �Ri1) (7)for V = Z;W . Hereafter we shall denote the lightest Higgs boson by h andits R-matrix index by i.3. Experimental onstraintsHereafter we will fous on Higgs boson masses in the region, mh =10 � 100GeV. As it has been shown in the literature [14, 15℄ the existingLEP data are perfetly onsistent with one light3 Higgs boson within the2HDM. It turns out that even preision eletroweak tests allow for lightHiggs bosons [16℄.In order to amplify the form fators alulated in this paper we haveadopted for an illustration tan� = 0:5. However, there exist experimentalonstraints on tan� from K0 � �K0 and Bd � �Bd mixing [17℄, b ! s de-ay [25℄ and Z ! b�b deay [18℄. Sine small tan� enhanes H�tb oupling,in order to maintain tan � = 0:5 we have to deouple harged Higgs e�etsand therefore, we assume that mH� >� 500� 600GeV.3 Sum rules disussed in Ref. [14℄ prove that even within the CP -violating version ofthe 2HDM one an satisfy LEP experimental onstraints with one light Higgs boson.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1923The onstraints on the mixing angles �i that should be imposed in ournumerial analysis are as follows:� The ZZh ouplings, C2i , are restrited by non-observation of Higgs-strahlung events at LEP1 and LEP2, see Ref. [19℄� The ontribution to the total Z-width from Z ! Z�hi ! f �fhi isrequired to be below 7:1MeV, see Ref. [20℄.It turns out that the restrition on the ZZh oupling from its ontributionto the total Z-width is always weaker than the one from Zh prodution ifmh >� 10GeV.The LEP onstraints on the ZZh oupling restrit the following entriesof the mixing matrix Rij :j sin�Ri2 + os� Ri1j � Cexpi ; (8)where Cexpi stands for the upper limit for the relative strength of ZZh ou-pling determined experimentally in Ref. [19℄ up to the Higgs mass mh =105GeV. As we have onluded in the previous setion, CP -violating phe-nomena, we are onsidering, are enhaned by small tan�. In that aseone an see from Eq. (8) that the LEP onstraints mostly restrit Ri1.Through the orthogonality the restrition on Ri1 is transferred to onstrainjRi2Ri3j = jRi2q1�R2i1 �R2i2j whih multiplies leading ontributions to allCP -violating asymmetries onsidered here4. The �nal result for the upperlimit on jRi2Ri3j as a funtion of tan� is shown in Fig. 1. In fat the bound

Fig. 1. Maximal value of jRi2Ri3j allowed by the LEP onstraints on ZZhi ouplingas a funtion of tan�.4 As it has been shown in Ref. [12℄ the other ontribution that is proportional to Ri1Ri3is by 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller.



1924 B. Grzadkowski, J. Pliszkaon jRi2Ri3j depends on the Higgs mass, however, in order to be onserva-tive, we have assumed Cexpi = 0:12 that is the most restritive experimentallimit5 (obtained for mh ' 18GeV).As it is seen from Fig. 1 the onstraints for jRi2Ri3j are weak for smalltan �. Therefore for tan �'0:5 it should be legitimate to assume jRi2Ri3j' 12whih is the maximal value onsistent with orthogonality.4. CP -violating asymmetriesHereafter we assume that there exists only one light Higgs boson h andpossible e�ets of the heavier salar degrees of freedom deouple.The e�etive t�t and t�tZ verties will be parameterized by the followingform fators6:� �v = g2 �u(pt)� �(Av �Bv5) + (pt � p�t)�2mt (Cv �Dv5) �v(p�t); (9)where g denotes the SU(2) gauge oupling onstant and v = ; Z. The SMontributions to the form fators are the following:A(SM) = �43 sin �W ; B = 0; A(SM)Z = � vt2 os �W ; B(SM)Z = � at2 os �Wfor vt = �1� 83 sin2 �W� ; at = 1 :The form fators Av, Bv, Cv desribe CP -onserving while Dv parameterizesCP -violating ontributions.Further in this paper, the following parameters will be adopted: mt =175GeV, mZ = 91:187GeV, �Z = 2:49GeV, sin2 �W = 0:23 and mb =4:2GeV.Diret alulation of appropriate Feynman diagrams leads to the fol-lowing result [12℄ in terms of three-point Passarino�Veltman [21℄ funtionsde�ned in the appendix of Ref. [12℄:D = i2�2Am2tv2 btiatim2tC12(pt; p�t;m2t ;m2h;m2t ) ;DZ = i2�2AZm2tv2 bti �atim2tC12(pt; p�t;m2t ;m2h;m2t )�Cim2ZC12(pt; p�t;m2h;m2t ;m2Z)� : (10)5 For mh ' 18GeV the limits presented in Fig. 16 of Ref. [19℄ for the ase whenno b-tagging and with b-tagging almost oinide. Therefore, our plot in Fig. 1 isnot in�uened by potential problems onerning the dependene of the Higgs-b�b andHiggs-�+�� branhing ratios on the mixing angles.6 Two other possible form fators do not ontribute in the limit of zero eletron mass.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1925From Eq. (10) and Eqs.(5),(7) one an �nd out that all ontributions to theform fators D , DZ are enhaned for small tan �.We will adopt the following parameterization of the Wtb vertex suitablefor the t and �t deays:� � = � gp2Vtb � �(fL1 PL + fR1 PR)� i���k�MW (fL2 PL + fR2 PR) �;�� � = � gp2V �tb � �( �fL1 PL + �fR1 PR)� i���k�MW ( �fL2 PL + �fR2 PR) �; (11)where PL=R = (1� 5)=2, Vtb is the (tb) element of the Kobayashi�Maskawamatrix and k is the momentum of W . In the SM fL1 = �fL1 = 1 and all theother form fators vanish. It turns out that in the limit of massless bottomquarks the only form fators that interfere with the SM are fR2 and �fL2 forthe top and anti-top deays, respetively. Currently, there is no relevantexperimental bound on those form fators7.One an show that the CP -violating and CP -onserving parts of theform fators for t and �t are not independent:fL;R1 = � �fL;R1 and fL;R2 = � �fR;L2 ; (12)where upper (lower) signs are those for CP -onserving (-violating) ontri-butions [11,24℄. Therefore any CP -violating observable de�ned for the top-quark deay must be proportional to fL;R1 � �fL;R1 or fL;R2 � �fR;L2 .At the one-loop level one gets the following result [12℄ for CP -violatingontribution to Re (fR2 jCPV ):Re (fR2 � �fL2 ) = 2Re (fR2 jCPV ) = g16�2 mbv mbmtbbiCiImCbd22 : (13)Adopting the maximal value of Ri2Ri3 allowed by the orthogonality andthe LEP onstraints for tan � = 0:5, we may disuss a possibility for anexperimental determination of the alulated form fators at future e+e�olliders. A detailed disussion of expeted statistial unertainties for ameasurement of the form fators has been performed in Ref. [26℄. It hasbeen shown that adjusting an optimal e+e� beam polarizations, using theenergy and angular double distribution of �nal leptons and �tting all nine7 There exists, however, diret experimental onstraint from the Fermilab Tevatronon the form fator fR1 that are obtained through the determination of the W -bosonheliity. Pure V �A theory for massless bottom quarks predits an absene of positiveheliity W+ bosons, therefore the upper limit on the heliity F+ implies an upperlimit on the V + A oupling fR1 , however, the resulting limit is rather weak [22℄.There exist an indiret, but muh stronger bound [23℄ on the admixture of right-handed urrents, �fR1 , oming from data for b! s, namely �0:05 <� �fR1 <� 0:01.



1926 B. Grzadkowski, J. Pliszkaform fators leads to the following statistial errors for the determination ofCP -violating form fators: �[Re (D)℄ = 0:08 and �[Re (DZ)℄ = 14:4 for"t�t ' 15%. It is seen that only Re (D), ould be measured with a highpreision. We have found (see plots in Ref. [12℄) that Re (D) may reah atmost a value of 0:10, therefore one shall onlude that several years of run-ning with yearly integrated luminosity L = 500 fb�1y�1 should allow for anobservation of Re (D) generated within 2HDM, provided the lightest Higgsboson mass is not too large. On the other hand, the expeted [26℄ preisionfor the determination of the deay form fators is muh more promising:�[Re (fR2 � �fL2 )℄ = 0:014. However, it has been found in Ref. [12℄ that themaximal expeted8 size of Re (fR2 � �fL2 ) is 5 � 10�5 (for mh > 10GeV),therefore either an unrealisti growth of the luminosity, or other observables(besides the energy and angular double distribution of �nal leptons) are re-quired in order to observe CP -violating form fators in the top-quark deayproess. The results of Ref. [26℄ assumed simultaneous9 determination of all9 form fators, therefore another hane to redue of �[Re (fR2 � �fL2 )℄ is tohave some extra independent onstraints on the top-quark oupling omingfrom other olliders, like the Fermilab Tevatron or LHC.Looking for CP violation one an diretly measure in a model indepen-dent way [26℄ all the form fators inluding those whih are odd under CP .However, another possible attitude is to onstrut ertain asymmetries sen-sitive to CP violation. In this setion we will disuss several asymmetriesthat ould probe CP violation in the proesses e+e� ! t�t ! l� : : : ande+e� ! t�t!(�)b : : :. We will systematially drop all ontributions quadratiin non-standard form fators and alulate various asymmetries keeping onlyinterferene between the SM and D , DZ or Re (fR2 � �fL2 ).4.1. Integrated lepton-energy asymmetryLet us introdue the resaled lepton energy, x, byx � 2Elmt �1� �t1 + �t�1=2 ; (14)where El is the energy of l in e+e� .m. frame and �t �p1� 4m2t =s.8 It turns out (see Ref. [12℄ for details) that Re (fR2 � �fL2 ) is by 2�4 orders of magni-tude below ReD or ReDZ even for large b-quark Yukawa oupling (tan � = 50).The suppression is aused both by the experimental limit on jCij (for mh < 105GeV)and by an extra suppression fator of (mb=mt)2 (relative to ReD;Z).9 Obviously, that leads to redued preision for the determination of the form fators.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1927CP symmetry ould be tested using the following leptoni double energydistribution [27℄: 1� d2�dx d�x = 3Xi=1 ifi(x; �x) ; (15)where x and �x are for l+ and l�, respetively, and1 = 1 ; 2 = � ; 3 = 12Re (fR2 � �fL2 )for � � 1(3� �2)DV + 2�2DA� �1sin �W Re � 23 D + s2(s�m2Z)2 (v2e + a2e)vt64 sin3 �W os3 �W DZ� ss�m2Z� vevt16 sin2 �W os2 �W D + ve6 sin �W os �W DZ � � ;for DV = �vevtd� 23�2 + (aevtd)2;DA = (veatd)2 + (aeatd)2 ;with the SM neutral-urrent parameters of e: ve = �1 + 4 sin2 �W , ae = �1and a Z-propagator fatord � ss�m2Z 116 sin2 �W os2 �W :The de�nitions of the funtions fi(x; �x) are to be found in Ref. [28℄.The oe�ients 2 and 3 measure the degree of CP violation in the t�tprodution and their subsequent deays, respetively. The following asym-metry ould be de�ned [12℄ to extrat ReD , ReDZ and Re �fR2 � �fL2 � formthe double energy distribution:AllCP � Z Zx<�x dxd�x d2�dxd�x � Z Zx>�x dxd�x d2�dxd�xZ Zx<�x dxd�x d2�dxd�x + Z Zx>�x dxd�x d2�dxd�x : (16)



1928 B. Grzadkowski, J. PliszkaIn order to estimate a relative strength of various soures10 of CP violationit is worth to deompose the asymmetry as follows:AllCP = gllt�t ReD + gllZt�t ReDZ + gllWtb Re �fR2 � �fL2 � : (17)In Table I we show the oe�ients g for various .m. energies. Firstly, it islear that for any given ps the oe�ient gllZt�t is the smallest one. Seondly,it is seen that just above the threshold for t�t prodution there is an enhane-ment of relative ontributions from the deay, however, still not su�ient tooverome the suppression of Re (fR2 � �fL2 ). Therefore, we an onlude thatthe leading ontribution is provided by CP violation in the t�t vertex.TABLE IThe energy dependene of the oe�ients g de�ned in Eq. (17).ps[GeV℄ gllt�t gllZt�t gllWtb360 0.0509 0.00954 0.410500 0.386 0.0684 0.2911000 0.602 0.102 0.235Fig. 2 illustrates the Higgs-boson-mass dependene of the leading (pro-portional to Ri2Ri3) ontribution to the integrated lepton-energy asymme-try. It turns out that ps = 500GeV provides the largest asymmetry. Usingresults of Ref. [27℄ one an �nd out an expeted statistial error for the de-termination of AllCP at any given e+e� ollider. Assuming ps = 500GeV,L = 500 fb�1y�1 and lepton tagging e�ieny, "l = 60% we get �AllCP =0:014. As it is seen from Fig. 2 an observation of the asymmetry wouldrequire several years of running at the assumed luminosity.10 It should be notied that the general formulae (see Refs. [26�29℄) for the asymmetriesonsidered here have been obtained assuming mb = 0. As it is seen from Eq. (13),the ontribution to CP violation in the deay proess, Re �fR2 � �fL2 �, turns out to beproportional to m2b . Therefore, stritly speaking, CP violation in the deay proessshould either be disregarded or all the CP -violating ontributions of the order ofm2b should be alulated. The latter e�ets are de�nitely negligible in the 2HDMomparing to ontributions from the prodution proess. However, we have found ituseful for future appliations within other possible models [30℄ to preserve hereafterontributions from Re �fR2 � �fL2 � in formulae and orresponding �gures for all theasymmetries onsidered in this study.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1929

Fig. 2. Higgs-boson-mass dependene of the oe�ient of Ri2Ri3 for the asymmetrygiven by Eq. (16) for ps=360 (solid), 500 (dashed), 1000 GeV (dotted) for tan� =0:5. 4.2. Integrated angular asymmetryAnother CP -violating asymmetry ould be onstruted using the angulardistributions of the bottom quarks or leptons originating from the top-quarkdeay: d�d os �f = 3���2EM2s Bf �
f0 +
f1 os �f +
f2 os2 �f� ; (18)where f = b; l, Bf is an appropriate top-quark branhing ratio, �f is theangle between the e� beam diretion and the diretion of f momentum inthe e+e� .m. frame and 
fi are oe�ients alulable in terms of the formfators, see Ref. [29℄. The following asymmetry provides a signal of CPviolation:AfCP (Pe� ; Pe+) = Z 0�md os �f d�+(�)(�f)d os �f � Z +m0 d os �f d��(�)(�f )d os �fZ 0�md os �f d�+(�)(�f)d os �f + Z +m0 d os �f d��(�)(�f )d os �f ; (19)where Pe� and Pe+ are the polarizations of e and �e beams, d�+=�(�) isreferring to f and �f distributions, respetively, and m expresses the experi-mental polar-angle ut. In order to disuss possible advantages of polarizedinitial beams we are onsidering here the dependene of the asymmetry onthe polarization. Hereafter we will disuss the same polarization for e and�e: P � Pe� = Pe+ .Again we deompose the asymmetry as follows:AfCP (P ) = gft�t(P ) ReD + gfZt�t(P ) ReDZ + gfWtb(P ) Re �fR2 � �fL2 � : (20)



1930 B. Grzadkowski, J. PliszkaIn Table II we show the oe�ient funtions g alulated for various energyand polarization hoies assuming the polar angle ut j os �f j < 0:9, i.e.m = 0:9 in Eq. (19), for both leptons and bottom quarks11. It ould beseen that a positive polarization leads to higher oe�ients gft�t and gfZt�t.Sine Re (D) > Re (DZ)� Re (fR2 � �fL2 ) that implies that maximal asym-metry ould be reahed for P = +0:8 and the dominant ontribution isoriginating from Re (D). Sine the number of events does not drop drasti-ally when going from unpolarized beams to P = +0:8, it turns out that thepositive polarization is the most suitable for testing the integrated angularasymmetry. It is lear from the table that the asymmetry for �nal leptonsshould be larger by a fator 3� 4 than the one for bottom quarks and theirsigns should be reversed. TABLE IIThe energy and polarization dependene of the oe�ients gft�t(P ), gfZt�t(P ) andgfWtb(P ) de�ned in Eq. (20) for leptons (f = l) and bottom quarks (f = b).ps[ GeV℄ P quark b leptongbt�t(P ) gbZt�t(P ) gbWtb(P ) glt�t(P ) glZt�t(P )360 0.0 0.00844 0.00106 0.142 �0.0162 �0.002030.8 0.00983 �0.00555 �0.259 �0.0493 0.0278�0.8 0.00758 0.00510 0.388 �0.0106 �0.00713500 0.0 0.113 0.0136 0.121 �0.224 �0.02700.8 0.131 �0.0718 �0.247 �0.627 0.343�0.8 0.101 0.0661 0.347 �0.149 �0.09681000 0.0 0.332 0.0389 0.0678 �0.722 �0.08450.8 0.422 �0.225 �0.167 �1.55 0.824�0.8 0.284 0.181 0.194 �0.507 �0.322Using the general formula for the asymmetry from Ref. [26℄ and adoptingresults for the CP -violating form fators we plot AfCP (Pe� ; Pe+) in Fig. 3 asa funtion of the Higgs-boson-mass both for bottom quarks and leptons. Itis lear that the largest asymmetry ould be expeted for Pe� = Pe+ = +0:8for �nal leptons at ps = 500GeV. With the maximal mixing, Ri2Ri3 = 1=2the 1% asymmetry ould be expeted for the Higgs boson with mass mh =10�20GeV. Sine the statistial error expeted [26℄ for the asymmetry is of11 Note that in Table II there is no olumn orresponding to the oe�ient of Re (fR2 ��fL2 ). That happens sine the angular distribution for leptons is not in�uened byorretions to the top-quark deay vertex, see Refs. [29, 31℄ and [26℄.



CP Violation in Higgs�Boson Interations 1931the order of 5 � 10�3, we an onlude that the asymmetry AfCP (Pe� ; Pe+)is the most promising one, leading to 2� e�et for light Higgs boson andtan � = 0:5. As it is seen from Fig. 3 it is relevant to have polarized e+e�beams.

Fig. 3. The Higgs-boson-mass dependene of the oe�ient of Ri2Ri3 for the angu-lar asymmetry de�ned by Eq. (19) for bottom quarks (upper) and leptons (lower)at ps=360 (solid), 500 (dashed), 1000 GeV (dotted) with unpolarized beams (left),P = +0:8 (middle) and P = �0:8 (right) for tan� = 0:5.5. SummaryWe have onsidered a general two-Higgs-doublet model with CP vio-lation in the salar setor. Mixing of the three neutral Higgs �elds of themodel leads to CP -violating Yukawa ouplings of the physial Higgs bosons.CP -asymmetri form fators generated at the one-loop level of perturbationtheory has been alulated within the model. Although in general the ex-isting experimental data from LEP1 and LEP2 onstraint the mixing anglesof the three neutral Higgs �elds, their ombination relevant for CP viola-tion is not bounded for small tan � whih is the region of our interest. Wehave shown that the deay form fators are typially smaller then the pro-dution ones by 2-3 orders of magnitude. The dominant ontribution toCP violation in the prodution is oming from t�t oupling. Several energyand angular CP -violating asymmetries for the proess e+e� ! t�t ! l� : : :and e+e� ! t�t !(�)b : : : has been onsidered using the form fators alu-lated within the two-Higgs-doublet model. It turned out that the best testof CP invariane would be provided by the integrated angular asymmetryAfCP (Pe� ; Pe+) for positive polarizations of e+e� beams. For one year ofrunning at TESLA ollider with the integrated luminosity L = 500 fb�1y�1one ould expet 2� e�et for the asymmetry for light Higgs boson andtan � = 0:5.
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